Shirred eggs are __ in the oven, often in a ramekin in a water bath.
Creme Brulee is a custard dish that translates to ___ cream.
Over easy, over medium, and over hard refers to ___ eggs.
Egg foo ___ is a Chinese omelette style dish.
Egg in the ___ is a fried egg cooked in a hole in a slice of bread.
Eggs can be hard or soft ___ as snacks or in salads or sandwiches.
Kedgeree is a British fish dish based on an ___ dish.
A croque___ sandwich has a cooked egg served on top.
A ___ egg is wrapped in meat, coated in bread crumbs and then baked.
Caesar salad dressing includes a lightly ___ egg.
If you bake eggs and milk or cream it becomes a ___
___eggs are served cold as hors d'oeuvres.
Hard boiled eggs can be ___ in vinegar or brine.
A ___ egg is cooked in water that is simmering.
Eggs ___ is served with ham and Hollandaise sauce.
___ is nougat candy made with egg whites and corn syrup.
To make Chinese egg ____, beat an egg into chicken broth.
____ sandwiches contain eggs mixed with mayonnaise and mustard.
Albumen is the scientific name for the ___
A ___ is usually cooked in a skillet and can include various ingredients.
Quiche ___ is made with bacon or lardons and cheese.
Lemon ___ Pie is sweet and tart.
Diced ham, onions and green peppers are in a Denver ___.
In huevos ___ the eggs can be covered in salsa and served with beans.
___ eggs and bacon are a popular breakfast combo.
Eggs ___ is made with spinach and Hollandaise sauce.
Eggs must be kept refrigerated to prevent ___ from growing.
A fried egg cooked only on one side is called _____.

Enter unused letters from puzzle, in order:
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Copy boxed letters to form your hidden message:

__________________________
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